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Unknown Note Design in 1862 Harper's
By GENE HESSLER

Curator Chase Manhattan Bank Numismatic-Syngraphic Collection
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Photo by William Devine

Harper's illustration of the $100 Interest Bearing Note

T seemed as though no syngraphist would ever get to
see the Three Year $100 Interest Bearing Note issued
under the Act of July 17, 1861, listed as unknown in

all references. This note printed by the American Bank
Note Company was one of the last notes to circulate be-
fore the first Demand Notes or "greenbacks" were is-
sued in 1861.

And it wasn't exactly a syngraphist flipping through
ancient magazines while waiting for a dental appointment
who discovered two illustrations in a copy of Harper's
New Monthly Magazine dated February, 1862, but the
story is almost as unusual. As we know, dentists are
notorious for having old magazines in their waiting
rooms, but it wasn't a patient who uncovered the ac-
companying illustrations but a dentist himself. The
dentist, an advanced syngraphist of note, has made both
illustrations available to us.

As part of a three-part story entitled "Making Money",
Harper's devoted a portion of the February, 1862 issue
to laud the work of the American Bank Note Company.
To illustrate typical examples of paper money produced
for the U.S. Treasury Department, a $10 Demand Note
and a $100 Interest Bearing Note were chosen. The lat-
ter note may have been typical in 1862, but not one of

the 110 outstanding notes has yet to surface in any col-
lection. The following statistics for the $100 note were
gathered by Louis Van Belkum and appeared in Paper
Money, Vol. 8, No. 1, 1969.

SERIAL NOTES OUTSTANDING
DATED NUMBERS ISSUED IN 1869
Aug. 19, 1861 Red 90,000 73
Oct. 1, 1861 Red 103,075 37
Oct. 1, 1861 Blue 1,066 0

All Three Year $100 Interest Bearing Notes were
unique in that they had five coupons attacted to he re-
deemed at six-month intervals at 7.30 percent, or two
cents per day.

Considering the uncertain conditions engulfing our
nation at the time these notes were issued, we can under-
stand why the holder of $100 Interest Bearing Notes re-
deemed each coupon on the very day it was due. Who
knew what tomorrow would bring?

The author of the story in Harper's that the two "imi-
tations" could not deceive anyone. The illustrations were
placed back to back on pages 321 and 322, and both lack
certain details and all lathe-work. The accompaning
text reads:
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Photo by William Devine

Harpei 's illustration of the $10 Demand Note

Compare this die proof vignette of Winfield Scott engraved
by Alfred Jones and printed by the National Bank Note Co.
with that shown on Harper's reproduction.   >-

EfeitiOnE1011001121 ./C RECEIVABLE. IN PAYME NT 0 FALL PUBLIC DUES

This and the following page contain representations of
one of the United States "Demand Notes," and of one of
the 7 3-10 per cent notes. They are not intended as perfect
facsimiles. No attempt has been made to represent the
lathe-work checks and counters, beyond indicating their
position and general figure. The parts which in the notes
themselves are printed in green, are mentioned in the
brief descriptions which are given of each denomination.
The backs of all the notes are printed in green. They
consist of elaborate combinations of lathe-work, differing
entirely for each denomination, each containing the letters
and figures which show the value, repeated many times.
No one who observes this, and notes the brief descriptions
of the character and position of the different parts of the
notes, will ever be defrauded by an altered Treasury
Note.

5. No Vignette. Crawford's statue of America on left
end. "United States" at top in Old English letters.
In centre, large "5" in green between two oblong
checks, with "Five Dollars" in black across them.
Counter in right upper corner, in black. Portrait
of Hamilton in right lower corner.

10. Vignette, American Eagle. Portrait of Lincoln in
left upper corner. On right end, Art, with pallette
and tablet. "United States" in square letters below
eagle; under this, check in green. Counters, with
"10" on each side of Vignette.

20. Vignette, Liberty, with sword and shield. On each
end oblong check, in green. Counters, black, with
"20." Green checks on each side of Vignette.

(The Treasury Notes are signed, by different clerks,
"For the Register of the Treasury" and "For the Trea-
surer of the United States." The places of the signature
are indicated in our representation.)
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50. Vignette, American Eagle on Rock. Counters, black,
with "50;" below Vignette "50" between two oblong
checks in green. "50" and "L" repeated many times
around margin.

100. Vignette, Portrait of Scott. Counters, upper
corners, black, with "C ;" lower corners, green, with
"100." Large ornamental "C," in green on each
side of Vignette.

500. Vignette, Portrait of Washington. Counters, black,
with "500." Left end, Justice, with sword and
scales, seated on chest. Right end, Ceres, with
cornucopia, wheel, and censer. Green check at
bottom.

1000. Vignette, Portrait of Chase, at bottom. Counters, at
top black, with "1000;" below, on each side of
Vignette, green, with "1000."

5000. Vignette, Indian girl, with bow leaning on shield,
eagle near by. Left end, Justice. Counters, on left,
green, with "5000," on right, green border with
black centre, with "5000."

The $10 Demand Note illustrated is listed in Blake as
2, in Donlon as 810, in Friedberg as 6 and in Hessler as

463B. The $100 Interest Bearing Note is catalogued
(but not illustrated) in Blake as 120, in Donlon as 900-
3Y, in Friedberg as 208 and in Hessler as 1144.

We are quite familiar with the $10 design, but to
reiterate, we can now see the design of the Three Year
$100 Interest Bearing Note, a heretofore unknown piece
of currency.

REFERENCES

United States Paper Money, by George Blake
United States Large Size Paper Money 1861-1923 by

William P. Donlon
Paper Money of the United States, by Robert Friedberg
The Comprehensive Catalog of U.S. Paper Money, by

Gene Hessler
Harper's New Monthly Magazine, February 1862

My thanks to Dr. Glenn E. Jackson, president of The
Essay-Proof Society, and to William Devine, photographer.

Victoria Postal Note

A PERTINENT postscript to Nick Bruyer's series
on U. S. Postal Notes turned up recently in an
auction lot of "foreign" paper money offered by a

philatelic dealer. It consisted of seven notes in shilling ,

denominations of 2/6, 3, 3/6, 4, 4/6, 7/6 and 10/6.

The exact date of these notes is not evident on their
face, although the "stamp" picturing Queen Victoria
and the inscription "Payable in Victoria, New South
Wales, South Australia, Tasmania or Queensland" indi-
cate late 19th century usage during that monarch's reign
and before the formation of the Commonwealth of
Australia in 1901.

All are rubber-stamped "Specimen" on the signature
line. All hear the same inscription and have the same
general format as the 7/6 shown here. However, the
stamp impression has the inscription "one penny" on all
but the two higher denominations, which have "two
pence" and "three pence" respectively.

In general all printing is black with the following
exceptions: The strip across the center reading "To the
POSTMASTER at" etc. is orange, as is the line at top
with the pointing hand. The serial numbers are entered
by a stamping device in red. Printing is either lithog-
raphy or letterpress, probably the latter. There is no
intaglio engraving. Overall size of the printed area is
the same for all denominations-7 1/4 x 3 1/2 inches. There
are no inscriptions on the reverse.

The entire subject of British "Postal Orders" has been
covered in a two-part article by Vincent Pearson in The
Check List, Vol. IV, Nos. 1 and 3 (available from the
SPMC Library). The first official British money orders
appeared in 1838, with the first "notes" issued in 1881.
As yet the author has not extended his survey to colonial
or imperial postal notes.
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